Gray Box Testing

What is Gray Box Testing?

Gray box testing is the testing of software application using effective combination of both White box testing & Black box testing method. This is nice & powerful idea to test the application.

The white box testing means tester is aware of internal structure of code but the black box tester doesn’t aware the internal structure of code.

In the Gray box testing tester is usually has knowledge of limited access of code and based on this knowledge the test cases are designed and the software application under test treat as a black box & tester test the application from outside. Don’t confuse with White box & Gray box, as in the Gray box testing is tester doesn’t have the knowledge in detailed. Also the Gray box testing is not a black box testing method because the tester knows some part of the internal structure of code. So Gray Box Testing approach is the testing approach used when some knowledge of internal structure but not in detailed.

The name is comes because the application for tester is like a gray box like a transparent box and tester see inside it but not fully transparent & can see partially in it. As tester doesn’t require the access to code the gray box testing is known as unbiased & non-intrusive.

To test the Web Services application usually the Gray box testing is used.

Gray Box Testing Example:

We will take example of web application testing. To explore gray testing will take a simple functionality of web application. You just want to enter email id as input in the web form & upon submitting the valid email id user & based on users interest (fields entered) user should get some articles over email. The validation of email is using Java
Script on client side only. In this case if tester doesn’t knows the internal structure of the implementations then you might test the web application of form with some cases like Valid Email Id, Invalid Email ID & based on this will check whether functionality is working or not.

But tester is aware of some internal structure & if system is making the assumptions like

- System will not get Invalid email ID
- System will not send email to invalid email ID
- System will not receive failure email notifications.

In this type of testing you have to test the application by disabling the Java Script, it might be possible due to any reason Java Script is failed & System get Invalid email to process & all assumptions made by system will failed, as a result incorrect inputs are send to system, so

- System will get Invalid email ID to process
- System will send email to invalid email ID
- System will receive failure email notifications.

Note: The Gray box Testing is also spell as “Grey Box Testing” so both GrayBox Testing & GreyBox Testing are the same one.

We think that you will get a clear idea of Gray box testing. If you have an example, experience on tips on gray box testing? then you can share it in comments the section below.
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